
Reflection essay 3

Reflecting back on last weeks lecture was quite a lot of pressure for me because I was chosen to 
read my reflection essay out loud far before I even started writing it, so i knew i had to come up 
with something good and better had some impact on the class. So with the pressure I read my 
essay out loud and I got pretty good feedback on it and i was on right way. It came up to me that i 
can function and deliver under pressure which is a good thing for me that i have proven that again 
to myself because i’ve always thought that i can coop with that kind of pressure on me. Brand 
yourself was the object of the class, something that i find really hard but some people don’t 
because i have absolutely no idea what i wanna do later on in my life and where i wanna be. Well i 
do know where i wanna be but that way how is really vague for me. I really don’t know how i wanna 
get to my goal, which getting rich, sounds really stupid, basic and un-original because everybody 
wants to be rich, but i think i want to be that more than others and will sacrifice more for it then 
others. I know what i have to offer for the most part but not all the way to the details i think? i’m not 
really sure but I will have to find that out even more to come up with a better elevator pitch that will 
suit me better and will represent be in a better so i can sell myself in a greater way. Looking for a 
business dream is hard because i have no idea what i really want, well i kind of do but it has to be 
realistic since being a huge football star won’t be in it for me anymore, at least i think so! Luck has 
to come up my way if that is still in the planning for me because its a hard world out there. Proof of 
past successes is another think im struggling with because I think i don’t really have something to 
offer that will have a ‘wow’-impact on someone. Getting a diploma okay, being good at this/that 
okay, had a good grade for that okay. Just not something I get proud of, for me it’s the way it is and 
thats just it. i think i have a lot digging to do in myself to find everything about myself, not 
everything because i hope it will surprise me one day and give me that ‘wow’-effect and start 
seeing the light.


